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WHAT’S NEXT?

To see into the future, one needs only to look at eighth grade. If an eighth grader gets As and Bs in school, that student will likely earn a college degree. If that same eighth grader gets only Bs and Cs, college completion is unlikely. That is one of the stunning conclusions from authors Thomas A. DiPrete and Claudia Buchmann in their report on gender, mobility, and college attainment for Third Way’s NEXT initiative.

In *The Secret Behind College Completion*, Columbia University Professor Thomas A. DiPrete and Ohio State University Professor Claudia Buchmann grapple with one of the central problems affecting upward mobility today—why so many college students fail to graduate. In the course of trying to better understand why, in recent years, women have outpaced men in the completion of college degrees, they uncover a profound correlation: girls do better than boys do in school by eighth grade and “eighth grade grades are a better predictor of completing college than are standardized test scores.”

DiPrete and Buchmann explain that the reason eighth grade grades are such strong predictors of college completion is that they are indicators of behavioral patterns, which, learned early in life, tend to persist into high school and college. Children that do more homework, skip fewer days of school, remember to bring their pencils or books to class, and generally stay out of trouble, tend to have higher middle school grades, higher high school grades, and a higher chance of finishing college. Behavioral differences critical to later success in college show up dramatically in the differences between boys and girls. These factors are so powerful that, as DiPrete and Buchmann find, “the social and behavioral skills gap between boys and girls is considerably larger than the gap between children from poor families and middle class families or the gap between black and white children.”

This paper, a piece of their longer, important book, *The Rise of Women*, published in 2013, points to the importance of social and behavioral skills in academic success. DiPrete and Buchmann point out that the gap in these skills between girls and boys is evident in kindergarten and widens through fifth grade. They argue that understanding these factors and incorporating them into education policy is both a major challenge and a potential breakthrough for policymakers in the future.

*The Secret Behind College Completion* is the 7th in a series of ahead-of-the-curve, groundbreaking pieces published through Third Way’s NEXT initiative. NEXT made up of in-depth, commissioned academic research papers that look at trends that will shape policy over the coming decades. In particular, we are aiming to unpack the
central domestic policy challenge of the 21st century: how to ensure American middle class prosperity and individual success in an era of ever-intensifying globalization and technological upheaval. It’s the defining question of our time, and one that as a country we’re far from answering.

Each paper dives into one aspect of middle class prosperity—such as education, retirement, achievement, and the safety net. Our aim is to challenge, and ultimately change, some of the prevailing assumptions that routinely define, and often constrain, Democratic and progressive economic and social policy debates. And by doing that, we’ll be able to help push the conversation towards a new, more modern understanding of America’s middle class challenges—and spur fresh ideas for a new era.
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Our aim is to challenge, and ultimately change, some of the prevailing assumptions that routinely define, and often constrain, Democratic and progressive economic and social policy debates.
We are constantly told that higher education is critical to success in today’s economy and yet a very large number of students who start college fail to graduate. Understanding the causal factors behind failure to graduate is critical to crafting policies which will help produce the sophisticated workforce America needs.

One intriguing glimpse into the reasons behind the failure to graduate comes from studies we have done comparing women and men. These studies point to the importance of middle school and the importance of behavioral characteristics in eventual college success.

Women have made substantial gains in all realms of education in recent decades and now generally outperform men on several key benchmarks. In 1970, 58% of college students were men, but by the 1980s, the gender gap in college enrollment favored women, and in 2010 57% of all college students were women. Women are also more likely than men to persist in college, obtain degrees, and enroll in graduate school. The growing female advantage in higher education has attracted the attention of college administrators, policymakers, and the media, and researchers are trying to make sense of this reversal from a male advantage to a female advantage in educational attainment as it has unfolded not only in the United States but also in most industrialized societies.

From more than a decade of research culminating in our new book *The Rise of Women,* it is clear that earning a college degree has less to do with performance on standardized tests than with grades earned in high school. Students who earn good grades in academically rigorous high school courses are much more likely to obtain a college degree than are poorly performing students. While there is diversity in the academic performance of male and female student populations, on average girls get higher grades than do boys. In the past, girls did not take educational advantage of their superior academic performance by going to college...
in large numbers, as most Americans believed that the point of an education was simply to make women better wives and mothers. But with declining gender discrimination and rising labor market opportunities for women, their numbers in rigorous high school classes and the ranks of colleges students increased rapidly. Today, girls take more advanced courses in high school and on average perform better than boys in these courses do. Women’s superior academic preparation is a major reason behind why they now earn more college degrees than men.

**SUCCESS IN MIDDLE SCHOOL STRONGLY PREDICTS COLLEGE COMPLETION**

Some commentators want to address the problem of relatively low male college completion rates by policies that focus on high school and college experiences. This approach ignores two facts well established by our research: (1) girls’ academic performance advantage over boys is already well established by eighth grade, and (2) success in middle school is highly predictive of college completion. In fact, eighth grade grades are a better predictor of completing college than are standardized test scores. Figure 1 shows the relationship between scores on the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), a general test of aptitude, and the chance of completing college by age 25 for a nationally representative sample of adults surveyed in 2009.²

**Figure 1: Probability of Completing BA, by ASVAB Score**³

Certainly test scores matter—individuals who score higher on the ASVAB are more likely to get a college degree than those who get lower scores. More than 60% of those in the top score quintile complete a
bachelor’s degree by age 25, compared to less than 30% of those who score in the middle quintile. But just as striking is the fact that females are more likely to complete college than males at every quintile of this test score distribution. Fifty percent of girls in the second test score quintile completed a college degree compared to only 35% of boys in this quintile. In fact, the fraction of boys in the second test score quintile who complete college is not much higher than the overall fraction of girls who complete college, even though these boys score in the 60th percentile or higher on this aptitude test.

The differences between the test score distributions of boys and girls are relatively small and do not explain the gender gap in college completion. So why is there such a consistent gender gap in completing college after accounting for standardized test scores? The answer to this question is found largely in gender differences in coursework and grades.

Even as early as middle school, course grades have a very strong relationship to four-year college completion. Figure 2 shows that students who get mostly A’s in middle school have a nearly 70% chance of completing college by age 25. But those who get mostly B’s have only a 30% chance of completing college and less than one in 10 students who get mostly C’s in middle school will complete a bachelor’s degree by age 25. Some weaker students will complete college at older ages, and this is especially true of boys, who are more likely to delay completing their education. Clearly, however, poor academic performance in middle school heavily disadvantages students who aspire to get a college degree.

**Figure 2: Proportion who Complete College, by Grades in 8th Grade**
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Girls have a big advantage over boys in educational attainment, and this is largely because girls earn higher grades than boys. A much higher fraction of girls earned “mostly As” or “half A’s and half B’s” than did boys in eighth grade (see Figure 3). In the middle of the performance distribution, the number of boys and girls is comparable, but boys predominate among those who get “mostly C’s” or lower. The pattern for middle school grades is also evident for high school grades. This substantial academic performance advantage of girls translates directly into their much higher rates of college completion and educational attainment more generally.

**Figure 3: Distribution of Girls and Boys, by Self-Reported Grades in 8th Grade**
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**WHY IS EARLY ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE IMPORTANT?**

Why do eighth grade grades so strongly predict college completion? The answer is simple. Later behavior patterns and academic performance build on what is learned earlier in life. Middle school grades predict college success because, not surprisingly, middle school grades predict high school grades. Figure 4 shows the proportion of male and female students who earned “A’s and B’s” in high school according to their grades in middle school. There is a strong continuity in academic performance. Almost all students who earned A’s in middle school earned A’s and B’s in high school. A smaller fraction of students earning A’s and B’s in middle school earned A’s and B’s in high school, and even fewer students who earned B’s or lower in middle school manage to reach this threshold. Also evident in Figure 4 is the continued slippage
of boys’ performance relative to girls. Not only are boys less likely than girls to earn top grades in middle school, they are also less likely to earn A's and B's in high school than girls are at each level of academic performance in middle school.

**Figure 4: Proportion of Males and Females who earned “A’s and B’s” in High School, by Grades in 8th Grade**

Of course, grades are not perfect measures of capacity and preparation for college because schools vary in the courses they offer and students vary in the courses they take. High grades in academically demanding courses are better indicators of college readiness than are high grades in less demanding courses. However, even when we account for grades and courses taken in high school, women typically earn higher grades than men in college courses. In short, female students generally outperform male students and this advantage persists over time, even net of earlier performance advantages.

Students who earned higher grades in middle school went on to earn higher grades and attain a better class rank in high school in part because they exhibited behaviors that align with school success and were less likely to engage in behaviors that align with failure. High performing middle school students generally did more homework when they were high school sophomores and seniors. They were more likely to have taken Advanced Placement classes and less likely to have taken remedial high school courses in math or English. As high school students, they were more likely to expect they would get a bachelor's degree and, indeed, they were more likely to enroll in and graduate from college. High performing middle school students were also more likely to avoid problem behaviors that correlate with academic failure.
They were less likely to report that they missed school, were late to school, skipped classes, or often forget to bring pencils or books to class. They were also less likely to get in trouble or to be suspended. All of these intermediate behaviors, both positive and negative, are themselves predictive of completing college. And girls typically exhibit more of these better behaviors and have higher academic outcomes than do boys. Their better academic performance in eighth grade is a central reason for all of these better outcomes.

To put it another way, when we do a thought experiment (via statistical simulation) of giving eighth grade boys the grade distribution of eighth grade girls and then follow them through the post-high school years, we find that this substitution closes part of the gender gap on these outcomes, and, ultimately, raises boys’ level of college completion closer to that observed for girls by age 25.

THE GENDER GAP BEGINS BEFORE MIDDLE SCHOOL

The gender gap in academic performance has its origins earlier than middle school. The female advantage in reading tests is about .15 standard deviations at the beginning of kindergarten and declines only slightly through the end of fifth grade. In contrast, kindergarten boys have a slight lead over girls on tests of mathematics at the start of kindergarten, and this gap grows to about .25 standard deviations by the end of third grade, and remains at that size as of fifth grade.

Importantly, however, elementary school girls lead boys in social and behavioral skills, which include attentiveness, task persistence, eagerness to learn, flexibility, organization, expressing feelings, ideas, and opinions in positive ways, and showing sensitivity to the feelings of others. The gender gap in social and behavioral skills is nearly 0.4 standard deviations at the start of kindergarten. From kindergarten to the end of fifth grade, boys fall further behind girls, lagging by 0.53 standard deviations by the end of fifth grade. In fact, the social and behavioral skills gap between boys and girls is considerably larger than the gap between children from poor families and middle class families or the gap between black and white children. Social and behavioral skills are important because they have a direct impact on academic performance. DiPrete and Jennings estimated that the female advantage in social development at the end of kindergarten accounts for 34% of the female advantage in reading at the end of fifth grade,
and that the male favorable math gap would be 21% larger but for the female advantage in social and behavioral skills.

The same general pattern is found for the ECLS-K* academic rating scales (ARS), which are teachers’ ratings of the students’ progress in language and literacy, general knowledge in science and social studies, and mathematical thinking. These ratings are designed to measure the products of learning but also “the strategies used to read, solve math problems, or investigate a scientific phenomenon”¹² and to “reflect a broader sampling of the most recent national curriculum standards and guidelines” and a broader curriculum content.¹³ In contrast to reading scores, the gender gap in reading ARS scores continues to grow between kindergarten and fifth grade (from 0.22 to 0.32 standard deviations). As with math test scores, the math ARS trend favors boys, though it only brings them from a deficit of 0.15 standard deviations in kindergarten to parity in fifth grade. In other words, as of fifth grade, the gender gap in the academic rating scales for both reading and math is larger than the corresponding gender gap in test scores, and in both instances the larger gap is to the advantage of girls. By the time boys and girls reach middle school, girls have achieved a clear advantage in overall course grades, as described above.

The reasons behind the gender gap in academic performance are complex, and important research questions remain. The average male deficit in social and behavioral skills is certainly one factor, but other there are other factors. As we show in our book, boys are more negatively affected than girls by growing up in families with absent or less-educated fathers. Boys are also more negatively affected than girls by classrooms that lack a strong learning-oriented environment. Too many adolescent boys underinvest in education due to out-of-date masculine stereotypes that depict academic excellence, attachment to school, and interest in art, music and drama as unmasculine. These stereotypes, in turn, are fueled by boys’ failure to understand (or the systems failure effectively to communicate) the strong connection between effort in school and later success in the labor market. While the causes are complex, our results contain a straightforward conclusion: because boys’ academic deficit is well established by middle school, reforms targeting the early and middle school years offer the greatest potential for closing the gender gap in college completion.

* Early Child Longitudinal Study - Kindergarten Class of 1998-99
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